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PART 1:
Journal Name: British Journal of Applied Science & Technology
Manuscript Number: Ms_BJAST_32513
Title of the Manuscript:

A study on awareness for climate variability and effects on water resources among farm women

New Title: A study on farm women awareness for climate variability and its effect on water resources in
Punjab

Type of  Article:

PART 2:
FINAL EVALUATOR’S comments on revised paper (if any) Authors’ response to final evaluator’s

comments
Line 16: you used too much this: fully aware
Line 27-31: should go to the study area, this paragraph should introduce the study
area
Line 62: reformulate
Line 64: one village was randomly selected from each following selected districts:
Sandhua, Talwandi Khurd and Ransingh Wala.
Line 68-69: any reference for the statement in case someone needs some details of
these problems

Line 69: please start the sentence by 40 farm women….

Line 79:
-It is better to talk about districts for the title of this map, since you do not have
spatial locations of the selected villages on the map. And in case you have the
coordinates of the selected villages, please show them on the map;
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-Please write the full legend instead of CZ, NM and SW;
-Please be consistent in writing the coordinates, the one you have here are quite
different from the one in the introduction; and remove them from the map;
-Keep only one northern arrow
-Usually one arrow is used to indicate a point, not an area (where two arrows are
usually used), but to avoid loading the map please you can remove all the arrows
from the map, its ok,
-You can add grids only for Punjab frame
Line 86: you write “Nine per cent”, please be consistent

Line 88: delete the second up

Line 100: reduce horizontal lines for all the table, and write Frequency instead of f
(%) in the second column, and it seems you write two variables in one columns, this
can be a bit confusing

Line 103-106: please break this in two or three sentences

Line 107-108: reformulate as follow: In Rangareddy district of Telangana, India, 32%
of ….(Vani and Kumar, 2016).

Line 111: please delete the sentence, there is no need.

Line 122: any figures from the reference to add here

Line 134: use capital letter for Table 4

Line 135: please check the way you rounded the figures in Table 4, be sure the sum
in rows is 100%, the same comment for Table 5

Line 137: please remove the sentence

Line 162-167: please take care of the font text

Line 166: Research proved instead of the research have proved
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Line 171: add (%) for variables in columns

Line 173: please remove this sentence

Line 185: use capital letter S for Still

Line 191: The issue for this graphs, is that, a part from the variable “Rreasons of
climate change”, all the other group of awareness variables are less than 100% and
they are supposed to give 100% each group (low, medium and high), please check it.
Also the histogram with 0% should not be visible in the graph.

Line 200: please add (%) in the last column for the variable percentage

Line 202: is this still important here?

Line 205-206: please complete the sentence

Lines 224, 231, 237: please check the titles of the references are in italic
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